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7_Unit7 L1.1

Things from the 
past

Today we are going to talk about objects 
and what they are used for



What is it?

This is a pencil.
The pencil is made of wood.

This is a house.
The house is made of stone. 

This is a belt.
The belt is made of leather.

This is a book.
The book is made of paper.



NO article before names of materials

This is a stick. It is made of  X wood.

This is a fireplace. It is made of  X stone.

This is a 
floor.

It is made of X wood.



Earth earth

      We live on the Earth. She swept the earth floor twice a day.

Ex.1 (a,b), p. 88



1. Paper

2. Plastic

3. Metal

4. Wood

5. Leather

6. Glass

7. Cloth

a. Ткань

b. Бумага

c. Стекло

d. Пластмас
са

e. Металл

f. Дерево

g. Кожа



Key(s)
is/are

made of metal.
was/were

Camera(s)
is/are

used for taking 
pictures.was/were

Ключи изготавливают (делают) из 
металла.
Сумку сделали из кожи.

Фотоаппаратами делают снимки.
Лодку (boat) использовали для 
путешествий.

Can you translate these sentences?



1. Doors are made of ___________.

2. Shoes are made of ___________.

3. Telephones are made of ___________.

4. Trousers are made of ___________.

5. Newspapers are made of __________.

6. ___________ are used for writing.

7. ___________ are used for sleeping.

8. ___________ are used for playing.

9. ___________ are used for eating.



True or false?

1. Belts are made of leather and cloth. ____
2. Spoons and forks are made of metal. ____
3. Books are made of glass. ____
4. Dresses are made of paper. ____
5. Posters are made of wood. ____
6. Vases are made of glass. ____
7. Trousers are made of cloth.____
8. Books are used for writing.____
9. Shoes are made of leather. ____

10.  Knives are used for eating. ____
11. Calculators are used for doing sums. ____
12. Cameras are used for taking pictures. ____
13. Computer is used for surfing the Net. ____



Translate into English:

1. Ключи делают из металла. Ими открывают  (unlock) двери.
2. Сумки делают из ткани и кожи.
3. Ручки делают из пластмассы. Ими пишут и рисуют.
4. Окна делают из дерева или пластмассы.
5. Очки сделаны из стекла и металла. Их используют для 

чтения.
6. Тетради используют для письма.
7. Журналы делают из бумаги.



Present Simple/Continuous, Past simple/Continuous

Open the brackets:

1. Mary (cook) dinner every day.
2. Kate (cook) dinner now.
3. Alex (cook) dinner yesterday.
4. We (cook) dinner when father came.
5. You go to bed at 11 o’clock every day?
6. She go shopping yesterday?
7. What your brother (do) two days ago?
8. Max (not to be) here . He (wash) his car.
9. Where you (spend) last summer?  



1. Mary cooks dinner every day.
2. Kate is cooking dinner now.
3. Alex cooked dinner yesterday.
4. We were cooking dinner when father came.
5. Do you go to bed at 11 o’clock every day?
6. Did she go shopping yesterday?
7. What did your brother do two days ago?
8. Max is not here . He is washing his car.
9. Where did you spend last summer?  

Key



Think of an interesting object, describe it.

It is made of …
It is used for …

What is it?

 ex. 2(a), p. 88, WB ex.1, p. 54
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